SPECIFICATIONS:

**ASTM F1700-13 SOLID VINYL FLOOR TILE: CLASS III, TYPE B**

**ASTM D2047 STATIC COF FOR POLISHED SURFACES:** EXCEEDS INDUSTRY STANDARDS

**ASTM F970-07 STATIC LOAD LIMIT:** PASSES (MODIFIED EXCEEDS 1000 LBS PSI)

**ASTM E648 CRITICAL RADIANT FLUX:** CLASS 1

**ASTM E662 SMOKE DENSITY:** PASSES

**ASTM F925 STAIN & CHEMICAL RESISTANCE:** EXCELLENT

**AVA SPRK**

OFFERED IN 38 COLORWAYS INCLUDING BRIGHTS AND NEUTRALS, **AVA SPRK** IS SUITABLE FOR VIRTUALLY ALL COMMERCIAL INSTALLATIONS WITH AN EMPHASIS ON THE HEALTHCARE AND EDUCATION SECTORS.

- **WEAR LAYER:** 20 MIL
- **THICKNESS:** 2.5 MM
- **SIZE:** 18" X 18" STRAIGHT EDGE
- **100% PHthalate FREE**
- **REACH COMPLIANT**
- **WARRANTY:** 10 YEAR COMMERCIAL & LIFETIME RESIDENTIAL

AVA®, SPRK™, DSGN®, SNSE®, STYL® AND SMPL ™ ARE TRADEMARKS OF NOVALIS® INNOVATIVE FLOORING. © 2017 NOVALIS INNOVATIVE FLOORING

WORLDWIDE SALES OFFICES AND DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS, NOVALIS IS A LEADER IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING OF INNOVATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE LUXURY VINYL FLOORING. ESTABLISHED IN 1984, NOVALIS HAS DEVELOPED A DIVERSE RANGE OF DESIGNS AND PRODUCTS THAT HAVE WON NUMEROUS AWARDS AND ARE RECOGNIZED BY THE INDUSTRY AS SETTING THE BENCHMARK IN LVT.

PRODUCT STRUCTURE:

- **AMP COATING:** ANTI-MICROBIAL, INCREASED SCRATCH AND SCUFF RESISTANCE, EXCELLENT STAIN AND FADE RESISTANCE, EASY TO CLEAN, NO NEED TO WAX
- **TRANSPARENT WEAR LAYER:** EXTREMELY DURABLE
- **HIGH PERFORMANCE VINYL MIDDLE LAYER:** PROVIDES EXTRA STABILITY AND DURABILITY
- **VINYL BACKING LAYER:** HIGH RESISTANCE TO PRESSURE AND ECO-FRIENDLY PERFORMANCE

AVAILABLE IN THE GLUE DOWN CONSTRUCTION, **AVA SPRK** IS THE PERFECT LONG-TERM FLOORING SOLUTION FOR HEAVY TRAFFIC AREAS INCLUDING AREAS WITH ROLLING LOADS.

- **GRASPING AT STRAWS SP006**
- **LIGHT LAGER SP005**
- **SANDSTONE SP003**
- **CRAB BISQUE SP004**